Scholars Trust Participant Survey, Summer 2018

1. My University:

* 2. My role in supporting Scholars Trust is… (check all that apply)
Research titles for retention eligibility.
Recommend titles for retention.
Decide which title to retain.
Update bibliographic records.
Update Journal Retention & Needs Listing [JRNL].
Other (please specify)

3. Print journal retention is an institutional priority for my library.

Yes, with designated staff/resources.
Yes, as staffing/resources permit.
No, print journal retention is not a high priority for my library.

4. If you answered yes to question 3 above, what is the approximate number of staff hours allocated to the
program per week (on average)?

5. My library’s intent to commit additional titles for Scholars Trust is…

Strategic – We have an established monthly/annual goal for number of titles committed.
Sporadic – We select titles to be retained as time/resources permit.
Completed – We do not expect to commit additional titles for retention at this time.
Unknown – We have not made an explicit decision.
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6. If you answered "Strategic" or "Sporadic" in question 5 above, what is the estimated number of titles per
year?

7. If your library has no plans to contribute additional titles to the program, what are the determining factors
for this decision? Please comment.

8. Would establishing benchmarks/standards for expectations on the number of titles committed to
Scholars Trust (# titles added per year) be useful to your efforts? Please comment.

Yes, please comment.
No, please comment.
No opinion.

9. In general, the titles my library has committed to retain for Scholars Trust are best described as:

Rare/Unique.
Widely held.
A mix of both.
Unknown/I don't know.
Other (please specify)

10. My library has made space reallocation decisions based on titles retained within Scholars Trust. [check
all that apply]

Yes, my library has withdrawn duplicate Scholars Trust titles to create free space.
Yes, my library has plans to withdraw duplicate Scholars Trust titles to create free space within the next two years.
Not currently, my library will address space reallocation within the next 3-5 years.
No, space reallocation is not a priority for my library for the foreseeable future.
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11. If space reallocation is not a priority for your library, what is the resource benefit for participation in
Scholars Trust? Please comment.

12. Participation in Scholars Trust’s existing subject-focused collections (Agriculture and Architecture
journals) has plateaued. Are there other subject areas we should consider that would be useful to you?
Please comment.
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13. Please describe the value of the following functionality of the Journal Retention and Needs Listing
[JRNL] database as a decision support tool for your library.

Required for decision support

Useful for decision support

Of no value for decision support

Registration of retained
titles/holdings by shared
print programs (ASERL,
BTAA, FLARE, Scholars
Trust, TRLN, WEST,
WRLC).
Express needs (gaps) in
holdings.
Ability to communicate
offers to fill gaps in
participating libraries’
holdings.
Search options to
facilitate
selection/deselection:
Title, OCLC Number,
OCLC Number File,
Publisher, ISSN, and
LCCN.
Facilities profiles
(physical description of
location/environment of
committed titles).
LC Subject
Classification.
Disclosure of print
journal retention
commitments via
publicly accessible title
list on
ASERL/ScholarsTrust
website.
Disclosure of print
journal retention
commitments via PAPR
(CRL’s Print Archive
Preservation Registry).

14. What additional functionality would you like to see in a decision support tool for selecting journals for
retention? Please comment.
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15. What can ASERL staff do to support your library’s participation in Scholars Trust? Please comment.
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